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TRAINING SUPPLEMENTS
YOUR GUIDE TO GROWTH

You’ve heard about training supplements but maybe you haven’t 
implemented them due to confusion, or, you thought they were just for 
male bodybuilders, and you don’t want to look huge like a male 
bodybuilder so you avoided them. This article will help to clear up these 
misunderstandings.

Most women now days are seeking a fit, lean, and athletic look with 
beautiful firm muscles. The truth is that taking training supplements can 
help to get you there quicker. They can help you achieve your physique 
goals, increase lean muscle and help your body burn fat.  They support 
performance, making you stronger in the gym, because exercise and 
nutrition cannot do it all alone. A wise supplementation protocol, along 
with smart workouts and nutrition will give you maximum results, 
provided consistency and determination remains constant. 
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Since most of us have hectic schedules it is sometimes impossible to get all the 
protein that is required to build lean muscle tissue for body sculpting. Protein 
drinks are an easy and quick way to supplement and get the protein we need. 
However, there are many sources of protein, so let me explain the difference 
between them.

WHEY PROTEIN
Whey protein is one of the most commonly used protein 
supplements. Whey protein is a fast-digesting protein that 
delivers amino acids to your working muscle tissue. It 
improves sports performance, reduces stress, improves 
immunity, and reduces overtraining. After your workout is 
a perfect time to use whey protein because it jump-starts 
recovery and repairs lean tissue.

CASEIN PROTEIN
Calcium Casseinate is a protein found in milk and other 
dairy products. It enhances muscle growth and supports 
immune function. It provides more of a slower and steady 
release of amino acids into the blood stream. This makes it 
perfect before bedtime, as the body repairs while you 
sleep.

EGG PROTEIN
Eggs are also good due to their slower release into the 
system, which make it better to use throughout the day.
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Nitric oxide supplements are made up of stacks of very advanced ingredients with 
technical delivery systems that work together synergistic, to accomplish more than 
they could alone, enhancing your weight training workout. 

SOME OF THESE INGREDIENTS ARE
 • L-ARGININE – a supplement that is a precursor to nitric oxide, which  
  helps your blood vessels expand for better blood flow and pump while  
  training. 

 • BETA-ALANINE – facilitates decreased fatigue during training. It helps  
  maximize protein synthesis, which promotes muscle endurance and  
  performance. 

 • CAFFEINE – supports mental clarity, focus and fat loss for an energetic  
  workout.

Pre-workout supplements helps you train harder and longer, ensuring a constant 
nutrition supply and uninterrupted workouts with amazing stamina!

PRE-WORKOUT - NITRIC OXIDE



L-CARNITINE
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Over the years, L-Carnitine has 
gained a reputation as the primary 
pre-cardio supplement. It helps in 
not only increasing the performance, 
allowing one to train for longer 
periods, but also helping in burning 
fat after workout. L-Carnitine is 
basically a form of amino acid, which 
is found in different parts of our 
body, and different foods that we 
eat, including avocados, meat, and 
vegetables. L-Carnitine works by 
acting as a transport mechanism for 
moving fats, and then oxidizing them 
into fuel for training, which not only 
helps in fat loss, but also as an 
energy boost.

With its fat-transporting mechanism 
inside the body, L-Carnitine is indeed 
a wonder supplement to maximize 
cardiovascular health during an 
intensive cardio workout. It helps the 
body to get rid of the bad 
cholesterol, LDL.



FISH OIL

Apart from being a major part of training boosters, fish oil is popular among 
millions of people worldwide, due to its unlimited health benefits. Essential fatty 
acids found in fish oil are pivotal for one’s health. Fish oils have abundant supplies 
of two of the most vital essential fatty acids: EPA and DHA.

Fish oils also contain omega-3, which gives a boost to the cardiovascular system, 
resulting in a healthy heart. Omega-3 is also beneficial for vision, skin and the 
immune system. 

Conjugated linoleic acid is a huge benefit to any woman who is working towards a 
better body composition by decreasing fat and increasing lean mass. 

CLA  - CONJUGATED LINOLEIC ACID
A form of essential fatty acids, CLA or conjugated linoleic acid, is a fat reducing 
compound, which is naturally found in dairy and meat. It is a potent anti-oxidant 
and powerful immune enhancer. 

SOME OF ITS BENEFITS ARE:
•    Lowers cholesterol and triglycerides 
•    Supports healthy body composition
•    Supports lean muscle development

•    Increases metabolic rate
•    Lowers insulin resistance
•    Enhances the immune system
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ALA – ALPHA LIPOIC ACID
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Alpha lipoic acid, or ALA, is another new product that shows a lot of promise. Its 
ability to act as an antioxidant makes it a favorite amongst many bodybuilders. ALA 
works by fighting against free radicals, and also helps in creating other antioxidants. 
Antioxidants help to reduce the oxidant damage in cells, thereby improving blood 
flow, and keeping one healthy for longer periods of time. ALA also helps recovery by 
increasing glucose content in the body, which helps reduce diabetic complications.

Glutamine is an essential element for a body’s metabolism, as well as a recovery 
tool for lowering the muscle damage induced during training. It is especially known 
for reducing fat from the body. Many people prefer glutamine because it not only 
reduces fat, but also helps retain muscle. Various organs, such as the small 
intestine, need glutamine. It also helps promote hormone levels, and maintains 
hydration within the body, so you feel less parched during tough workouts. 

GLUTAMINE



CREATINE
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Over the years, creatine has been known to give extraordinary results in increasing 
muscle strength. It may actually help to increase work intensity of an athlete. This 
compound helps in increasing energy levels to a maximum, which helps the athlete 
gain the capacity to train with greater intensity, without losing strength. It also 
improves recovery from muscle damage to the body. Creatine is also known for 
boosting anaerobic levels, as well as increasing muscle, and brain functioning.

If you have crossed the first 30 or 40 decades of life and wish to train, you need to 
consider the fact that muscles tend to age with time. Significant muscle loss with 
age (called sarcopenia) is due to loss of various anabolic hormones like 
testosterone and growth hormone.

This is where creatine supplementation can come into play. It does so in older 
adulthood by negating the degenerative effects of age-related muscle wasting as it 
enhances fast-twitch muscle fiber integrity. Also, it improves isometric strength 
and body composition in older adults, provided a good strength-training program 
is being followed.



I hope this information will be helpful in 

deciding why vitamins and supplements are 

an important part of your daily program. 

Research along with my own personal 

experiences has convinced me that these are 

very beneficial in maintaining the healthy 

lifestyle that you desire. 

Health and balance always,

Sandy


